Perhaps the most successful agent architectures, and certainly the best known, are those based on the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) framework. Despite the wealth of research that has accumulated on both formal and practical aspects of this framework, however, there remains a gap between the formal models and the implemented systems. In this paper, we build on earlier work by Rao aimed at narrowing this gap, by developing a strongly-typed, formal, yet computational model of the BDI-based AgentSpeak(L) language. AgentSpeak(L) is a programming language, based on the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) and the Distributed Multi-Agent Reasoning System (dMARS), which determines the behaviour of the agents it implements. In developing the model, we add to Rao's work, identify some omissions, and progress beyond the description of a particular language by giving a formal speci cation of a general BDI architecture that can be used as the basis for providing further formal speci cations of more sophisticated systems.
Introduction
Agent-based systems are computational systems comprising one or more agents, each of which is an independent entity that perceives and acts in an environment in order to achieve its goals. Typically, agents are autonomous in that they are not reliant on outside intervention, reactive in that they respond in a timely fashion to changes in their environment, and proactive in attempting to achieve their goals through the use of plans, for example. Other characteristics often associated with them include social ability, persistence, mobility, learning, etc., but there is no general consensus.
While many di erent and contrasting agent architectures have been proposed, perhaps the most successful are those based on the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) framework. In the BDI view, agents continually monitor their environments and act to change them, based on the three mental attitudes of belief, desire and intention, representing informational, motivational and decision-making capabilities. It is certainly true to say that, over a number of years, a wealth of research has accumulated on both the formal and theoretical aspects of BDI agents through the use and development of various logics, for example, on the one hand, and on the practical aspects through the development of implementations of BDI agents on the other. 2 The AgentSpeak(L) System Rao' s AgentSpeak(L) is an attempt to provide an operational semantics of a language that can be viewed as an abstraction of implemented BDI systems such as PRS and dMARS. It is a language that is based on PRS, and with an essentially similar operational semantics. According to Rao, those language constructs in PRS that are not included in AgentSpeak(L) simply make the task of programming more e cient.
The basic operation of agents in AgentSpeak(L) is based around their beliefs, desires and intentions. An agent has beliefs (about itself, others and the environment), desires (in terms of the states it wants to achieve in response) and intentions as adopted plans. In addition, agents also maintain a repository of available plans, known as the plan library. Agents respond to changes in their goals and beliefs, which result from perception, and which are packaged into data structures called events, representing either new beliefs or new goals. They respond to these changes by selecting plans from the plan repository for each change and then instantiating one of these plans as an intention. These intentions comprise actions and goals or plans to be achieved, with the latter possibly giving rise to the addition of new plans to that intention.
The operation of an AgentSpeak(L) agent can be summarised as follows. If there are more events to process, select one. Retrieve from the plan library all the plans triggered by this event that can be executed in the current circumstances. Select for execution one of the plans thus generated, and generate an instance of that plan, known as the intended means. Add the intended means to the appropriate intention. This will be a new intention in the case of an external event arising through changes to beliefs, and an existing intention in the case of an internal event resulting from attempting to satisfy a goal in that intention. Select an intention and consider the next step in its top plan. If this is an action, perform it, and if it is a goal, add a corresponding event to the set of events yet to be processed. If the top plan is complete, consider the next plan, and if the intention is empty, the intention has succeeded and can be removed from the set of intentions. This description captures the essential operation of AgentSpeak(L) agents. More detail will be added to the description, however, when the operation cycle is elaborated further with the formal speci cation that follows. Before proceeding to that speci cation, we rst provide some details of the notation we use.
Notation

The Z Speci cation Language
In the current work, we have adopted the Z speci cation language 27] for three major reasons. First, it is su ciently expressive to allow a consistent, uni ed and structured account of a computer system and its associated operations. Second, we view our enterprise as that of building programs. Z schemas are particularly suitable in squaring the demands of formal modelling with the need for implementation by 4 Engineering AgentSpeak(L):
A Formal Computational Model allowing transition between speci cation and program. Thus our approach to formal speci cation is pragmatic | we need to be formal to be precise about the concepts we discuss, yet we want to remain directly connected to issues of implementation. Z provides just those qualities that are needed, and is increasingly being used for specifying frameworks and systems in AI (for example, 2, 14, 21]) and related areas (for example, 4, 6] ). Third, Z is the paradigm formal method of software engineering with wide usage in both industry and academia, and supported by a large collection of tools.
Syntax
The formal speci cation language, Z, is based on set theory and rst order predicate calculus. It extends the use of these languages by allowing an additional mathematical type known as the schema type. Z schemas have two parts: the upper declarative part, which declares variables and their types, and the lower predicate part, which relates and constrains those variables. The type of any schema can be considered as the Cartesian product of the types of each of its variables, without any notion of order, but constrained by the schema's predicates. Modularity is facilitated in Z by allowing schemas to be included within other schemas. We can select a state variable, var, of a schema, schema, by writing schema:var.
To introduce a type in Z, where we wish to abstract away from the actual content of elements of the type, we use the notion of a given set. We write NODE] to represent the set of all nodes. If we wish to state that a variable takes on some set of values or an ordered pair of values we write x : PNODE and x : NODE NODE, respectively.
A relation type expresses some relationship between two existing types, known as the source and target types. The type of a relation with source X and target Y is P(X Y ). A relation is therefore a set of ordered pairs. When no element from the source type can be related to two or more elements from the target type, the relation is a function. A total function (!) is one for which every element in the source set is related, while a partial function ( 7!) is one for which not every element in the source is related. A sequence (seq) is a special type of function where the domain is the contiguous set of numbers from 1 up to the number of elements in the sequence. For example, the rst relation below de nes a function between nodes, while the second de nes a sequence of nodes. Rel1 = f(node1; node2); (node2; node3); (node3; node2); (node4; node4)g Rel2 = f(2; node3); (3; node2); (1; node4)g In Z, a sequence is more usually written as hnode4; node3; node2i.
The domain (dom) of a relation or function comprises those elements in the source set that are related, and the range (ran) comprises those elements in the target set that are related. In the examples above, dom Rel1 = fnode1; node2; node3; node4g, ran Rel1 = fnode2; node3; node4g, dom Rel2 = f1; 2; 3g and ran Rel2 = fnode2; node3; node4g.
Sets of elements can be de ned using set comprehension. For example, the following expression denotes the set of squares of natural numbers greater than 10: fx : N j A Formal Computational Model x > 10 x xg. The way to write down predicates in Z is non-standard. To state that, say, the square of every natural number greater than 10 is greater than 1000, we write 8n : N j n > 10 n n > 100. To state that all natural numbers are greater than or equal to 0 we simply write 8n : N n 0.
The expression, a : A j P, selects the unique element from the type A, which satis es the predicate P. Further details of the Z notation will be introduced as required through the course of the paper, with some de nitions being provided in Appendix A. A summary of the notation to be used is given in Figure 1 . For a more complete treatment of the Z language, the interested reader is referred to one of the numerous texts, such as 1, 3, 27] . Details of the formal semantics of Z are given in 25]. We will not consider such issues further in this paper.
Types and Primitives
Underlying AgentSpeak(L) as in other BDI systems (e.g. 10, 15, 17] ) are the primitives that represent the basic mental attitudes in such components as goals, beliefs, intentions, and so on. In this section we de ne the basic types required to build the formal model. Though we explain each part of the speci cation, we assume some familiarity with Z. We illustrate some of the types using examples based on Rao's original description 22] .
The sets of all constants and variables are given sets, and are denoted as Const] and Var] respectively. Similarly, the set of all functor symbols is denoted as FSym]. As far as this speci cation is concerned, the contents of these sets are unimportant, and we use them directly without further elaboration. A term is either a constant, a variable, or a functor symbol with a non-empty sequence of terms as a parameter.
Term ::= consthhConstii j varhhVarii j functorhhFSym seq 1 Termii
Beliefs
Beliefs in AgentSpeak(L) typically include facts concerning static properties of the application domain, as well as new facts that are generated during the operation of the system. They are essentially descriptions in rst-order predicate calculus. In Rao's example tra c-world simulation, these would include, for example, adjacent(X, Y), location(robot, X), location(car, X), etc. We de ne beliefs in our speci cation by building constructs from the above primitives, and through the introduction of the set of all predicate symbols, denoted by the given set, PredSym]. Then, a belief atom (equivalently a predicate) is a predicate symbol with a sequence of terms as its argument.
Atom head : PredSym terms : seq Term A belief literal is either an atom or the negation of an atom.
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Literal ::= poshhAtomii j nothhAtomii For example, if the type, Atom, contained only the elements P(X ; Y ) and Q(Y ), then the type, Literal, would be equal to the following set. fnot P(X ; Y ); pos P(X ; Y ); not Q(Y ); pos Q(Y )g
Beliefs are then either belief literals, or conjunctions of two beliefs.
Belief ::= literalhhLiteralii j andhhBelief Belief ii The set of ground belief atoms, called base beliefs, comprises those atoms containing no variables. Using the example above, the predicate, adjacent(car,robot), is a base belief since there are no variables. In order to specify this, we rst de ne the auxiliary function, beliefvars, that returns the set of variables in a belief. This requires the speci cation of two further auxiliary functions, atomvars and termvars, which return the set of variables of an atom and a term, respectively. 
Plans
Plans specify the way in which an agent accomplishes tasks, and are vital to any deliberative agent. In AgentSpeak(L) as in other BDI architectures, the task of generating plans is not addressed, and instead a library of plans is available to the agent for selection. Plans in AgentSpeak(L) contain either goals to be achieved or actions to be performed. In addition, plans have an invocation condition, which states when they are triggered by perceived changes to the environment, and a context, which states the beliefs that must hold for the plan to be selected. Before moving to the speci cation of plans, we must rst de ne the goals and actions they comprise, and the preconditions that determine their applicability. Motivational attitudes in the desire component of the BDI architecture are manifested through the goals in the system. In AgentSpeak(L), as in standard AI terminology, a goal is a system state that an agent wants to bring about. There are two 8 Engineering AgentSpeak(L):
A Formal Computational Model types of goals, both of which are represented as a predicate symbol and a sequence of terms (i.e. an atom) pre xed with an appropriate identi er. For an achievement goal, by which the agent wants to bring about a system state in which the atom is a true belief, an achieve identi er is used, while for a test goal, by which the agent wants to test if the atom is a true belief, a query identi er is used.
Goal ::= achievehhAtomii j queryhhAtomii In order to achieve goals or accomplish tasks, an agent must perform actions. In this speci cation, the set of action symbols is a given set denoted by ActionSym], and the set of actions is speci ed in the same way as atoms, above.
Action name : ActionSym terms : seq Term
The preconditions of a plan relate to changes in the goals and beliefs of an agent, which are updated in response to triggering events. These triggering events occur when there is a perceived change in the environment, or when a new goal is acquired. We de ne a trigger to be either a belief or a goal, and a triggering event to involve the addition or deletion of a trigger.
Trigger ::= belief hhBelief ii j goalhhGoalii TriggerSymbol ::= + j ? TriggerEvent == TriggerSymbol Trigger Now we can specify an AgentSpeak(L) plan, which comprises three components.
First, an invocation condition detailing the circumstances, in terms of beliefs or goals, that caused the plan to be triggered, is speci ed by a triggering event.
Similarly, a context speci es the beliefs of the agent that must hold for the plan to be selected for execution. Finally, the part of the plan that speci es the sequence of formulae that the agent needs to perform, is known as the plan body. This determines what the agent must do. A formula is either an action to be executed, an achieve goal to be satis ed, or a test goal to be answered. This is illustrated in Figure 2 (a) in which there is an invocation condition and a context, and a sequence of formulae arranged in the order in which they must be addressed.
Invocation IntendedMeans(m-1) Consider a very simple example of a plan, given below, which is triggered whenever a compulsive robot car-thief nds itself next to a car. In order to select this plan, the robot must believe that the car is currently empty. The plan body, which details how to gain control of the car, consists of a sequence of formulae. In this case, the robot must rst perform the primitive action to move to the car, then the primitive action to get in the car, and then achieve the subgoal to start the car. The actual achievement of this subgoal may require further plans. inv = (+; belief adjacent(Robot; Car)) context = fliteral (pos empty(Car))g body = hactionformula MoveTo(Car); actionformula GetIn(Car); goalformula (achieve Start(Car))i A plan instance is a partially instantiated plan (in the sense that some of the plan's variables may have been bound to terms), and is referred to as the intended means. The intended means represents a copy of the original plan that now serves as a mental attitude directing behaviour as opposed to a recipe for behaviour. The distinction between plans as recipes and plans as mental attitudes is very important in the study of BDI agents and in this speci cation we distinguish between calling the former plans and the latter plan instances. In AgentSpeak(L), a plan instance has the same type as a plan (although in other BDI systems such as the Procedural Reasoning System 13], plan instances and plans do not have the same type 7]).
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Intentions
Intentions are plans for which a commitment to execute is made. Such commitment is needed to avoid in nite evaluation of alternatives to force action. More precisely, an intention is a stack of intended means, each of which makes a contribution to the achievement of the intended means at lower levels, culminating in the achievement of the original intended means at the bottom. A schematic of an intention is given in Figure 2 (b), the numbers representing the order in which the intended means are generated.
The original intended means at the bottom of the stack causes a subgoal to be posted, and thus leads to the addition of a further intended means to carry out the tasks required to achieve this subgoal. The intended means at the top of the stack is the one currently executing and, once it has executed (and the subtask has been completed), it is removed. Then, the next formula in the next (second) intended means can be attempted (as the rst formula has executed successfully), and the plan continues its execution, possibly requiring other, new intended means to be added to the stack, in turn.
Formally, we represent an intention as a non-empty sequence of plan instances, with the rst element of the sequence representing the top of the stack.
Intention == seq 1 PlanInstance
Events provide the basis for agent operation in that they are cues for reasoning and action. In AgentSpeak(L), events result either from an external source, in which case they are just external triggering events unrelated to an intention, or from the execution of a current intention, in which case they are (subgoal) triggering events with an explicit connection to an intention. Thus, we de ne the Event type as follows, where int represents an optional intention. (The de nition of optional and related concepts, de ned, unde ned and the, can be found in Appendix A.) Event trig : TriggerEvent int : optional Intention] As stated above, in an external event, the intention is not de ned, while in an internal event, it is de ned.
ExternalEvent == Event j unde ned int] InternalEvent == Event j de ned int]
In order to construct an event, we specify the auxiliary function, MakeEvent, which creates an instance of type, Event, from its constituent parts. Thus far, we have described and formally speci ed the mental components and data structures that are needed to describe AgentSpeak(L) agents and BDI agents in general. We have not, however, described the way in which these components are put together to de ne the agents themselves. In this section, we bring together this somewhat disparate group of components for exactly this purpose. An agent in AgentSpeak(L) consists of the following four distinct items.
The plan library is a repository that contains the available plans for the agent's use. These plans are pre-compiled plans, and do not require any actual planning on the part of the agent. In the schema below we de ne a variable, capabilities, as a set of actions. It is evaluated by taking every action from the body of each plan in the plan library (using the generic function, mapset, that is de ned in Appendix A). The event-selection function selects an event to process from a set of events. Events are accumulated in this set as they are perceived by the agent. Similarly, the applicable-plan-selection function is responsible for selecting a plan from those plans in the plan library that are applicable in the current circumstances.
Finally, the intention-selection function selects an intention to execute from the set of current intentions.
Each of these components is necessary for the operation of the agent, considered in the next section. Formally, we write this agent de nition as the schema below. Note that we state that an agent must have a non-empty set of plans and that the selection functions are only de ned for non-empty sets.
AgentSpeakAgent planlibrary : P 1 Plan intselect : P 1 Intention ! Intention planselect : P 1 Plan ! Plan eventselect : P 1 Event ! Event capabilities : P 1 Action capabilities = fp : planlibrary; a : Action j a 2 mapset actionformula (ran p:body) ag Given this description, it is possible to specify the state of an agent, which describes the agent at run-time. This is de ned by the components that comprise the AgentSpeak(L) agent as speci ed in the AgentSpeakAgent schema above; the set of beliefs of the agent; its set of intentions; the set of events yet to be processed by the agent; and the set of actions the agent is to perform. Figure 3 provides an illustration of the agent's state, which is completely determined by its events, beliefs, intentions and actions as described. Since it is not clear what the goals of an agent are at any time, there are many possible ways of de ning them. One possibility is that the goals of an agent can be determined by retrieving all the goals (both achieve and query goals) from each of its current intentions. This possibility is de ned in the following schema specifying the agent's state, in which the redundant variable, goals, represents the goals from the body of every plan instance in the set of current intentions.
In addition, it is necessary to record which of the current intentions are active and which are suspended. The motivation for the variable, status, which records this information, is considered later. The rst predicate in the schema states that every current intention has a status. Before the agent begins its operation, it is initially given a set of beliefs, or a knowledge base, but it has no events to process, no intentions and no actions to perform, as shown in As stated earlier, the model of operation of AgentSpeak(L) agents is essentially similar to that of other BDI systems such as PRS and dMARS. There are two modes of operation involving either responding to an event or executing intentions. The former is illustrated in Figure 5 and is described below.
1. The agent selects an event (e). 2. The agent generates all the plans whose invocation conditions match this event.
These plans are known as the relevant plans (fp(1); p(2); p(3)g). 3. From these relevant plans, the agent identi es those with pre-conditions that are currently satis ed with respect to the agent's beliefs. These plans are known as applicable plans (fp(2); p(3)g). 4. If several plans are both relevant and applicable, one is chosen (p(2)) and used to form a plan instance (known as the intended means). The agent's intentions are then updated in the following way: if the selected event is external, a new intention is generated; if the selected event is internal, the plan instance is added to the head of the intention that posted it.
The second aspect of the agent's operation cycle, which takes place after the intentions have been updated, is the execution of the intentions. One intention (referred to as the selected intention) is chosen from the set of intentions, the intended means at the top of this intention stack is identi ed as the executing plan, and the next formula in this plan is identi ed as the executing formula. Then, depending on the selected intention and the executing formula of the executing plan, there are three possible courses of action as follows. If the executing formula is an achieve goal, a new goal event is generated and posted to the set of events awaiting processing. In this case the intention must be suspended until this goal is achieved (by another plan) so that it cannot be selected for execution again. (Though this is not made explicit in Rao's original description of AgentSpeak(L) 22], the restriction must be introduced to avoid suspended intentions incorrectly being selected by the intention-selection function.) 2. If the formula is a query goal then, if it can be uni ed with the set of beliefs, the most general uni er (mgu) of the query goal and the set of beliefs is applied to the rest of the executing plan. (Section 6.2 and Appendix B provide further details of uni ers.) 3. If the next formula in the current plan is an action, it is placed in a bu er for future performance. In the last two of these cases, the executing formula is removed. If there is then no next formula in the executing plan, but a next plan in the selected intention, the mgu of the invocation condition of the second plan on the stack and the invocation of the executing plan is found, and this substitution is applied to the second plan in the stack. If there is no next formula and no next plan, then the intention has succeeded since it is empty, and can be removed from the set of intentions. (Again, note that this latter possibility is not addressed in Rao's original operational semantics 22], but is an important case that demands explicit consideration.)
With this description and the preceding speci cation of agents, their components and their state, it is possible to specify the AgentSpeak(L) agent operation formally.
In Z, an operation is represented as a change in state. An operation schema de nes the pre-conditions that must be true for the operation to take place and also how the state is a ected. Dashed state variables represent the state after the operation and Engineering AgentSpeak(L):
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While there are no changes to the variables of AgentSpeakAgent in the AgentSpeak(L) agent cycle, the variables de ning the AgentSpeakAgentState will change. The convention states that some state variables change and the convention states that all the dashed variables are equal to their undashed counterparts (i.e. no state change).
AgentSpeakAgentState AgentSpeakAgentState AgentSpeakAgentState 0 AgentSpeakAgent
Before proceeding, there still remains one operation to specify, which is the perception by an agent of a new triggering event. This is the external event that was mentioned earlier, arising from causes that are not part of the cycle outlined above. The set of events is updated appropriately in response, as speci ed in the schema below.
NewExternalEvent trigger? : TriggerEvent
AgentSpeakAgentState events 0 = events f( e : Event j e:trig = trigger?^unde ned e:int)g
Determining Relevant and Applicable Plans
We begin by considering how, starting with a plan as a recipe incorporating procedural knowledge, an agent can generate a plan as an adopted mental attitude to guide action. In essence, an agent's behaviour is determined by its intentions, which comprise sequences of executing plans. These plans are selected for execution when they are deemed to be both relevant to the events in the set of events waiting to be processed, and applicable with respect to the current beliefs of the agent. The conditions of relevance and applicability are used to generate bindings, as we see below. A set of bindings that associates variables with terms is known as a substitution. (Full details of standard aspects of binding and uni cation are not included in the main part of this paper due to space constraints, though some further details are available in Appendix B.)
A plan is relevant with respect to an event if there exists a most general uni er to bind the invocation of the plan and the event so that they are equal. This is speci ed by the function, genrelplans, which is passed an event and a set of plans, and generates from that set the relevant plans, also recording the uni ers that make them relevant. A Formal Computational Model A relevant plan is applicable if its context is a logical consequence of the beliefs of the agent. Thus, if we de ne a predicate, LogicalConsequence, to hold between a context condition (which is a set of beliefs) and the set of agent beliefs when the former is a logical consequence of the latter, we can de ne an applicable plan.
LogicalConsequence : P(PBelief PBelief )
In the original description of AgentSpeak(L), this notion of logical consequence is not explained. It is true to say that there are many possible ways of implementing it (such as resolution, for example), with some far more computationally expensive than others. Since the choice of the underlying mechanism may be constrained by the resources available, it is sensible to leave that question open.
Applicable plans are de ned by the genapplplans function, which takes a set of pairs of (relevant) plans, their associated substitutions, , and a set of beliefs, and returns those plans that are applicable together with a further substitution, , which, when composed with , binds the context of the relevant plan so that it is a logical consequence of the beliefs. Thus, in this case, z is referred to as the applicable uni er, and is referred to as the correct answer substitution. A de nition of substitution composition can be found in Appendix B.3.
AssRelSubs == P(Plan Substitution)
genapplplans : AssRelSubs ! PBelief ! PAssRelSubs 8relsubs : AssRelSubs; bels : PBelief genapplplans relsubs bels = frel : Plan; ; : Substitution j (rel; ) 2 relsubs( 8b : rel:context LogicalConsequence(fASBelief ( z ) bg; bels)) (rel; z )g
Agent Operations
We now consider the actual agent operation, and specify the agent selecting an event, represented by the locally de ned variable, selectedevent, generating all the plans relevant to this event, relevantplans, and then generating all the applicable plans, applicableplans, as illustrated earlier in Figure 5 . Determining the relevant plans amounts to an application of the genrelplans function (speci ed above) to the selected event and the plan library. Similarly, determining the applicable plans involves applying the corresponding function to the relevant plans and beliefs. Then, the applicable plan, selectedplan, and the applicable uni er, applicableuni er, are found by applying the plan-selection function. The intended means, intendedmeans, is generated by instantiating the plan using the applicable uni er. The intentions of the agent can then be updated. If the event is external, then a new intention consisting of the intended means is generated and set to active, whereas if the event is internal then the intended means is pushed onto the intention that generated the internal event, as described earlier. Since execution of this updated intention can now resume, its status is set to active. The expression, foldintentiong? C status, removes the old intention from the domain of the status function, and the pair, Engineering AgentSpeak(L):
A Formal Computational Model 17 f(newintention; active)g, then sets the updated intention to be active. (Note that in Z, let de nes a local variable, while the is de ned to be a function that extracts the element from a de ned member of type optional, introduced earlier. Its de nition is given in Appendix A.) Once the agent has updated its intentions according to the intended means in response to the processing of an event, it moves to the second part of its operation cycle, concerned with the execution of its intentions. We refer to this part of the agent cycle as intention-execution. The schema below includes extra, redundant, state variables in order to make the speci cation of an agent's operation more readable, and to make a stronger connection between the formal speci cation and any subsequent implementation. We defer discussion of these variables until the next paragraph when we state how they relate to intention-execution.
AgentIntExecutionState
AgentSpeakAgentState selectedintention : Intention executingplan : Plan executingformula : Formula First, an active intention is selected for execution. In the schema below, the variable, selectedintention 0 , is the selected intention, executingplan 0 represents the rst plan in this intention and executingformula 0 the rst formula in this plan. Note that the precondition states explicitly that the event queue may be either empty or nonempty for intentions to be executed, in contrast to Rao's original description, which only allows execution of intentions if this set is non-empty. The third predicate asserts that the selected intention must be active. Next, we specify the three possibilities that arise from the di erent cases in the formula at the top of the intention. These vary depending on whether the formula is an achieve goal, a query goal or an action. Each of these cases is detailed below.
First, if the formula is an achieve goal, it is assumed that it cannot immediately be achieved, and a goal event is created. This event is added to the set of current events to be processed by the agent. In turn, it alerts the agent to nding a plan to achieve the goal so that the execution of the current intention stack can continue.
PostAchieveGoal AgentIntExecutionState executingformula 2 ran goalformula (goalformula executingformula) 2 ran achieve let achievegoal == goalformula executingformula events 0 = events fMakeEvent ((+; goal achievegoal); fselectedintentiong)g
In this case, the status of the intention that has just executed must be set to suspended.
SuspendIntention AgentIntExecutionState status 0 = status f(selectedintention; suspended)g Second, if the formula is a query goal that can be uni ed with the set of current beliefs, then the resulting mgu is applied to the rest of the executing plan. In the following schema, querygoal represents the query goal, mgu is the most general uni er of the goal and the beliefs, and the executingplan variable is the result of applying mgu to executingplan.
AchieveQueryGoal AgentIntExecutionState executingformula 2 ran goalformula goalformula executingformula 2 ran query let querygoal == goalformula executingformula let mgu == mguquery(querygoal; beliefs) executingplan 0 = ASPlan mgu executingplan Engineering AgentSpeak(L):
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PostAction
AgentIntExecutionState executingformula 2 ran actionformula actions 0 = actions factionformula executingformulag
The original description of AgentSpeak(L) does not explicitly address what happens when an action is performed (whether it is successful or fails) or when a query goal cannot be uni ed with the beliefs. This is a serious omission for the system. However, in the previous two cases of achieving a query goal and adding an action to the set of those to be performed, the executing formula is explicitly removed from the body of the executing plan.
RemoveFormula
AgentIntExecutionState executingplan 0 :body = tail (executingplan:body) selectedintention 0 = hexecutingplan 0 i a tail selectedintention intentions 0 = (intentions n fselectedintentiong) fselectedintention 0 g If, after the formula is removed, there are no more formulae in the current plan (that is, #executingplan:body = hi), but there are still more plans in the intention stack (#selectedintention > 1), then the current plan is nished and the next plan is ready to be executed. However, since additional binding constraints may have been introduced as a result of the execution of the current plan to achieve the triggering goal of the next plan, any new bindings must be carried through into the next plan. In order to achieve this, the mgu of the goal that triggered the executing plan (which must have come from the second plan in the intention) and the invocation condition of the current executing plan is constructed, and the binding is then applied to the next plan in the stack.
In the schema below, three local variables are de ned. First, nextplan, represents the second plan in the executing intention. Second, the formula at the head of the body of nextplan is represented by triggeringgoal, which must have led to the instantiation of the plan just achieved. Third, the most general uni er of triggeringgoal and the invocation condition of the executing plan is denoted by mgu. The new executing plan is then generated by applying mgu to nextplan, and the intentions are updated in the same way as de ned in the last two predicates of the RemoveFormula schema. Finally, the subgoal event that generated the plan just achieved is isolated and removed from the set of events. intentions 0 = (intentions n fselectedintentiong) fselectedintention 0 g events 0 = events n f( e : InternalEvent j e 2 events^the e:int = tail selectedintention)g
After this occurs, the top formula (i.e. the triggering goal) must be removed, since it has now been achieved, as speci ed by RemoveFormula. This is speci ed at the end of this section.
If, after achieving a formula, the plan has completed and there are no further plans in the executing intention, then the intention has been achieved and can be removed from the agent's set of intentions. Similarly, the external event that originally generated this intention is also removed. In attempting to formalise this operation, a problem in Rao's (and hence AgentSpeak(L)'s) representation of an event is highlighted. An external event cannot, in general, be identi ed by the completing intention because the intention component of such an event is unde ned. Since variables of the invocation condition of the achieved plan may have been bound by previous plans in the stack, it is not possible simply to compare the trigger of the event and the invocation condition of the plan. In general, therefore, it is not possible to identify the associated external event of a completed intention. It can only be identi ed if there is only one external event with a trigger that can be uni ed with the invocation condition of the completing plan. Though we make this assumption in this speci cation, the way to specify the more general case would be to associate each event with a unique identi er that is recorded as part of the plan instance it generates.
AchievePlanAndIntention
AgentIntExecutionState executingplan:body = hi #selectedintention = 1 intentions 0 = intentionsnfselectedintentiong events 0 = eventsnf( e : ExternalEvent j (e 2 events)( 9 s : Substitution uni trigevents(s; (executingplan:inv; e:trig))))g
For completeness, we must also specify an agent that has not achieved a plan after removing a formula.
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A Formal Computational Model 21 NotAchievePlan AgentIntExecutionState executingplan:body 6 = hi Finally, we can specify some procedural aspects of AgentSpeak(L) operation by showing how the schemas de ned here are put together.
Before giving the complete picture, we must rst specify what happens when either an action is added to the set of those to be performed or a query goal is achieved. There are three alternative possibilities that may arise: rst, the plan alone has been achieved, in which case the rst formula from the next plan must be removed (as it generated the completed plan); second, the plan and the corresponding intention have both been achieved; and third, the plan has not been achieved as there are more formulae. The total operation, CHECKPLAN, below, which has a precondition of true, is de ned as the disjunction of these schemas. It uses operation schema composition, denoted by o 9 .
CHECKPLAN == (AchievePlanOnly o 9 RemoveFormula) _ AchievePlanAndIntention _ NotAchievePlan
With this, we can also specify the operation of an agent executing a formula. When executing a formula, the possible outcomes are either that an achieve goal is added to the set of events and the intention is suspended; that an action is added to those to be performed and the action formula is removed; or that a query goal has been achieved and the goal formula is removed. In both of the latter two cases, since the formula is removed, the plan must be checked as described previously.
ExecuteFormula == (PostAchieveGoal o 9 SuspendIntention) _ ((PostAction _ AchieveQueryGoal) o 9 RemoveFormula o 9 CHECKPLAN )
Conclusions
In providing a formal Z speci cation of AgentSpeak(L), we are attempting to address several distinct concerns. The rst of these is shared with Rao's original work, as stated in the introduction, to bring together the disparate strands of theory and practice, and to bridge the gap between formal speci cations and implemented systems. While we do not claim that the speci cation presented above is directly executable, it can be said to be implementable, in that it is animatable and makes full implementation much closer by providing a clean and explicit representation of the state and operations on state that must underlie any implementation. Indeed, animating the speci cation is made simpler by the existence of tools for doing so, such as 16]. By using the standard Z speci cation language, we also tackle the problem from a software engineering perspective and make the speci cation accessible and amenable to implementation by, for example, identifying data structures required for operation. Moreover, this reformalization has revealed a number of errors and omissions in the original formulation, including some relating to the speci cation of aspects of binding and plans, an omission of one possible case in the agent operation cycle, and the incorrect assertion that an intention stack can only be executed if the event queue is non-empty, which is inappropriate.
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A Formal Computational Model This identi cation of errors is due to three things: the process of re-speci cation itself; the fact that, in Z, preconditions for operations are given explicitly, thus enabling us to identify missing cases in the original description; and, primarily, the property of Z being strongly-typed so that speci cations can be checked for syntax and type correctness 26 ]. An obvious next step would be to move forward with regard to veri cation, and to develop proofs relating to the speci cation, possibly through the use of proof tools such as Z/ EVES 24] . Though this has not yet been done, further development of this work will aim to do this as well as to animate and implement the speci cation.
Second, the speci cation provides a base for further speci cation of more sophisticated systems such as, for example, dMARS. The choice of AgentSpeak(L) as a place to start is deliberate because of its status as a simpli ed version of more sophisticated systems, so that we can use it as an abstraction that can be instantiated and complicated further, both to provide speci cations of implemented systems, and to examine aspects of the model in more detail.
Our third concern is to map this architecture onto the formal agent framework previously constructed using Z 18] in order to engender closer links between alternative agent models. This speci cation is the rst step along this path. Related to all of these points is the nal concern of developing a library of agent architectures and agent components that are not tied to particular implementation platforms. One of the key overall project goals in pursuing work on formal speci cation of agent systems is to support the principled development of practical systems. We envisage a collection of speci cations for both existing systems and distinct agent components that may be selected as appropriate for the problem at hand, and used as the basis of implementation. The speci cation of AgentSpeak(L) in this paper should be seen as one part of this much larger ambition. The following generic Z de nitions are used in the speci cation contained in this document, and are included here for completeness. First we de ne two functions, map and mapset, which take another function as an argument and apply it to every element in a list or set respectively, X ; Y ] map : (X ! Y ) ! (seq X ) ! (seq Y ) mapset : (X ! Y ) ! (PX) ! (PY ) 8f : X ! Y ; x : X ; xs; ys : seq X map f hi = him ap f hxi = hf xim ap f (xs a ys) = map f xs a map f ys 8f : X ! Y ; xs : PX mapset f xs = fx : xs f xg It is useful to be able to assert that an element is optional. The following de nitions provide for a new type, optional T], for any existing type, T, along with the predicates de ned and unde ned, which test whether an element of optional T] is de ned or not. The function, the, extracts the element from a de ned member of optional T].
Appendices
optional X ] == fxs : PX j # xs 1g
A Formal Computational Model 25 X ] de ned ; unde ned : P(optional X ]) the : optional X ] 7! X 8xs : optional X ] de ned xs , # xs = 1û nde ned xs , # xs = 0 8xs : optional X ] j de ned xs the xs = ( x : X j x 2 xs) B Binding
B.1 Substitutions
Here, we provide further details of the standard de nitions of binding and uni cation, described in Z.
The standard de nition of a substitution is a mapping from variables to terms such that no variable contained in any of the terms is in the domain of the mapping 12]. This is represented as a partial function between variables and terms since, in general, only some variables will be mapped to a term. (Remember that termvars is a function that returns the variables of a term, as de ned earlier, at the end of Section 4.1.) Substitution == ff : Var 7! Term j (dom f ) \ ( S (mapset termvars (ran f ))) = ?g
B.2 Applying Substitutions
The function, ASTerm, applies either the identity mapping to a variable if the variable is not in the domain of the substitution, or it applies the substitution if it is in the domain. ASVar : Substitution ! Var ! Term 8 : Substitution; v : Var ASVar v = (fx : Var (x; var x)g ) v We can then de ne what it means for a substitution to be applied to a term. ASTerm : Substitution ! Term ! Term 8t : Term; f : FunSym; ts : seq Term; : Substitution j t = functor (f ; ts) t 2 ran const ) ASTerm t = tt 2 ran var ) ASTerm t = ASVar (var t)t 2 ran functor ) ASTerm t = ( new : Term j rst (functor new) = fŝ econd (functor new) = map (ASTerm ) ts ) The function for applying a substitution to an atom is simply a matter of applying the binding to each term in the term list. Applying a function to an action, given by ASAction, is de ned analogously. ASAtom : Substitution ! Atom ! Atom 8a; b : Atom; s : Substitution ASAtom s a = b , b:head = a:headb :terms = map(ASTerm s)a:terms 26 Engineering AgentSpeak(L):
A Formal Computational Model ASAction : Substitution ! Action ! Action 8a; b : Action; s : Substitution ASAction s a = b , b:name = a:nameb :terms = map(ASTerm s)a:terms The functions for applying substitutions to beliefs, triggering events, formulae and plans can then be constructed similarly and are de ned below.
B.3 Composition of Substitutions
Consider two substitutions and such that no variable bound in appears anywhere in . The composition of with , written z , is obtained by applying to the terms in and combining these with the bindings from .
For example, if = fx=A; y=B; z=C g and = fu=A; v=F(x; y; z)g then, since none of the variables bound in (u; v) appear in , it is meaningful to compose with . In this case z = fu=A; v=F(A; B; C ); x=A; y=B; z=C g.
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B.4 Uni cation
A substitution is a uni er for two terms if the substitution, applied to both of them, makes them equal.
uni terms : P(Substitution (Term Term)) 8t 1 ; t 2 : Term; s : Substitution uni terms(s; (t 1 ; t 2 )) , (ASTerm s t 1 = ASTerm s t 2 )
A similar predicate can be de ned for unifying two trigger events.
uni trigevents : P(Substitution (TriggerEvent TriggerEvent)) 8e 1 ; e 2 : TriggerEvent; s : Substitution uni trigevents(s; (e 1 ; e 2 )) , (ASEvent s e 1 = ASEvent s e 2 )
Other predicates for unifying expressions in AgentSpeak(L) can be de ned similarly and are not given here.
A substitution is more general than another substitution if there exists a third substitution which, when composed with the rst, gives the second. mg : P(Substitution Substitution) 8 ; : Substitution mg , (9 ! : Substitution ( z !) = )
The most general uni er of two expressions is a substitution that uni es the expressions such that there is no other uni er that is more general. These are de ned as partial functions since any two expressions may not have a uni er at all. In the speci cation given in this paper, it is necessary to specify such a function for two events, a goal with a set of beliefs and a triggering event with a goal. Due to space constraints, only the de nition of the rst function is provided, while for the others we simply specify the signature since they are de ned analogously. mgutriggerevents : (TriggerEvent TriggerEvent) 7! Substitution 8t 1 ; t 2 : TriggerEvent; : Substitution mgutriggerevents (t 1 ; t 2 ) = , (uni trigevents( ; (t 1 ; t 2 )): (9 ! : Substitution (uni trigevents(!; (t 1 ; t 2 ))^(! mg )))) mguquery : (Goal PBelief ) 7! Substitution mgugoal : (TriggerEvent Goal) 7! Substitution
